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Abstract: Although interdisciplinary approaches to education are found throughout the West, interdisciplinarity is not everywhere conceived and implemented the same way. Adopting a socio-historical perspective, this article presents two conceptions of interdisciplinarity in primary and middle school education (though the conceptions are apparent at other levels, also), one Anglo-Saxon and American, based on the notion of curriculum, the other French and European, based on the notion of...
didactics. The Anglo-Saxon and American conception promotes a functional, pragmatic and utilitarian reading of interdisciplinarity that translates, in education, into a greater focus on pedagogical methods in order to promote learning processes and to address societal problems, questions, and phenomena related to the real world. The Francophone European conception for its part puts greater emphasis on the question of epistemology, on the theoretical question of the meaning of interrelationships between disciplines, and hence on the acquisition of disciplinary knowledge. To conclude, we will bring attention to the greater complementarity observed between these two approaches in education today, in the context of globalization, universalization (on economic, social, cultural, and political levels), and internationalization of exchanges. Indeed, these two approaches effectively combine the operational modes of interdisciplinary work (the “how”) with the aims pursued (the “why”) and the cognitive contents (the “what”).
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**Introduction**

Academics in Quebec working in the field of education are an unusual mix in that some completed their doctoral studies in Francophone universities of Quebec, others in Anglophone universities of Canada or the United States, and still others in Francophone universities of Europe, including Belgian, French, or Swiss institutions. After completing their studies and being hired to academic positions, they carry with them distinct cultural and scholarly traditions. Some draw on the Anglophone and American tradition, which is based on curriculum, while others draw on the Francophone and European tradition, which is based on didactics. In the dynamic that plays out in training and research, a continual but not always harmonious exchange can be seen, in programs and scholarly collaboration, between representatives of these two academic cultures. Among others, the concept of interdisciplinarity and the way it is implemented in teaching and training practices becomes an issue that leads to tensions and debates.

The objective of this article is to consider the interdisciplinary perspective that is animating the field of elementary and middle school education by examining it in light of these two cultures, cultures that also influence interdisciplinarity in higher education; one might say two academic logics, since the differences go beyond semantics. Like many other concepts in use in the field of education, the concept of interdisciplinarity is widespread in Western education systems. This does not mean, however, that it is
understood or implemented everywhere in the same way. The meaning of certain words can vary substantially depending on the epistemological position that is adopted, the psychological structure of the subject using them, and, above all, the social structures and social contexts in which they are used. It can also vary in accordance with the aims of these cultural worlds and the means chosen to achieve them. Before going further, it is important to clarify that this article considers these different educational concepts at the elementary and middle school levels, but we believe our observations have implications for interdisciplinarians working at other levels, as well.

We will use examples to describe the two concepts, namely didactics and curriculum, in order to show how they have been traditionally interpreted in the Francophone European world. This conceptual clarification also requires attention to the notions of *cursus* and program. We then show how the Anglo-Saxon American educational culture interprets the conceptions of curriculum and didactics. Finally, we show the existence of two resulting readings of interdisciplinarity. The American conception of interdisciplinarity is characterized by an operational, instrumental, and vocational approach. The Francophone conception, for its part, is characterized by a theoretical approach that concentrates on the epistemological question of the knowledge to be taught. We will especially emphasize the Francophone conception, given that the American conception is much more familiar to readers of this journal. In conclusion, we will draw attention to the way the Francophone conception has evolved, especially since the 1980s, and discuss the advantages, in our view, of conceiving interdisciplinarity in education from the standpoint of a marriage of the two cultures.

Some preliminary remarks are in order, since we are dealing with a very delicate topic. First, our intent is not to assess the merits of these conceptions. Our intent is merely to present two different ways of thinking about and implementing education, so as to understand both education systems’ conceptions of interdisciplinarity. Second, this article does not pretend to describe the actual way interdisciplinarity is put into practice in classrooms.² It is concerned only with discourse, and more specifically with what is said in the literature produced in the field of education. Third, it is also important for us to emphasize that the perspective we are adopting here is undoubtedly and inevitably simplistic, as the socio-historical reality is far more complex than what can be described here. We

² For an analysis of interdisciplinary practices in the classroom before the university level, see Lenoir and Klein (2010).
cannot take into account the full multiplicity of conceptions of curriculum, didactics, and interdisciplinarity. We are well aware that these concepts have no unequivocal meaning. Their meaning in fact depends on multiple factors related to individuals, groups and societies, be they epistemological, ontological, ideological, cultural, or of a different nature. At the risk of introducing biases, we have had to make choices which, in our view, appear to be representative of educational realities and which are based on the authors we have consulted and/or cited. Fourth, we are aware of a profound evolution in educational conceptions since the end of the Second World War. In this article we make reference to traditional conceptions that highlight the main distinctions between the two cultures, knowing full well that these conceptions have evolved, especially since the 1980s on the Francophone side. Finally, fifth, the fact that the principal author of this article is of European origin and has lived in North America for 50 years, worked with researchers from both cultures, and systematically drawn upon their various publications, does not mean that he can claim to be acculturated to one or both of these cultures. The interest of the author’s situation precisely comes from the fact that he is able to provide an external, critical, and distanced point of view, while also striving to avoid over-simplifications.

1. Illustrations of distinct terminology

All three of us authors are fortunate to be able to participate in two different scholarly cultures, one European—in which we completed our studies—and the other North American—the university setting in which we work. This advantage allows us to compare the two educational logics that are our subject, as we will be doing in this article. To take an example, when the principal author of this article was invited by a colleague from the Free University of Brussels to teach a course to graduate students at this institution, he asked his Belgian colleague what subject he would like for him to address. His colleague answered that the author was entirely free to examine any topic of his choice, since, as he pointed out, the students would learn regardless of the course contents. Indeed, the Francophone logic relies on the educational structure of the *cursus*, which we will describe further on. The author then remarked that he could not say this in Quebec. In our part of the world, as in all North American universities, there is a pre-established course structure, that is, a curriculum, which imposes the content and guides the choice of teaching methods. This type of curricular structure
did not traditionally exist in French-speaking Europe, and has been used in Francophone countries (very infrequently in university settings) only in the last few years and to a limited extent.

Indeed, the concept of curriculum was until only a few years ago relatively little used in French-speaking Europe, while it has been a central concept for a good century in the North American and Anglo-Saxon world of education. In the 1986 publication *Curriculum Research in Europe*, edited by Hameyer, Frey, Haft, and Kuebart, the situation in French-speaking Belgium, France, Luxembourg, and French-speaking Switzerland was presented by authors who were not Francophones themselves. As Frey (1986) noted in his introduction to this collective work, the curricular tradition was customarily referred to in Francophone, Germanic, and Scandinavian countries using the terms “didactics” and “general didactics.” That is to say, although the term “curriculum” existed, those of these countries instead used the term “didactics” in various senses that we will present further in this article. In the same book, Hörner (1986) noted that the term “curriculum” was far from being accepted in France, although this did not preclude the existence of numerous approaches that were critical of programmes d’étude (programs of studies). More specifically, these approaches were based on psychoanalysis, Piagetian developmental psychology, various non-directive and progressive currents, constructivist and socio-constructivist perspectives, and, of course, disciplinary didactics, and sociological currents.

The notion of curriculum can, however, be found in Francophone texts published at the end of the 20th century. D’Hainaut (1979), a former professor at the University of Mons-Hainaut in Belgium and adherent of the neo-behaviorist approach, used the term after having read American authors during the same period, particularly Tyler (1949). In 1996 in Montreal under the direction of Dallaire and Astolfi, and subsequently in 1998 in Toulouse under the direction of Lenoir and Bouillier Oudot (2005), in the context of international gatherings held by the Réseau francophone sur l’enseignement et la formation [Francophone network on education and training], two symposia were held on the theme of curriculum. These gatherings brought to light that the concept was, as certain participants admitted themselves,

---

3 We will discuss the notion of programmes d’études further in the article.
relatively unknown or meaningless to French-speaking academics in Europe.5

Only in the last few years has the concept of curriculum begun to be gradually employed in Francophone Europe, with the advent of globalization, universalization (on economic, social, cultural and political levels), internationalization of scholarly and cultural exchanges, and migration of concepts from North America.6 In North America, the notion of curriculum is a cornerstone, while the notion of didactics is generally not used, especially since the term is also a synonym for “pedagogy.” When the notion of didactics does occasionally appear in the academic literature, it is usually through European writers. A comparative book entitled Didaktik and/or Curriculum. An International Dialogue (Gundem & Hopmann, 1998) and articles by Hopmann (1992) and Hopmann and Riquarts (1995) advocate a dialogue between the two notions. A special issue of the journal Instructional Science, published in 1999 and edited by Tochon, for its part, discusses the notion of didactics with the intent of presenting it to American researchers.

Today, school systems on both sides of the Atlantic use many of the same terms, even occasionally including “didactics” in the United States and “curriculum” in France. It is important, however, not to be misled by these shared terms, which do not necessarily mean the same thing or belong to the same conceptual background. Sachot (2000), for example, demonstrates this when he states that, in his view, the notion of curriculum is foreign to French Republican principles7 and moreover foreign to the concept of an academic discipline understood as the problematization of knowledge. For this last author, curriculum is even the counter-model of a discipline:

6 Among the French-speaking authors who have examined the issue of curriculum, we would especially like to note Forquin (1989, 1994, 1997, 2000).
7 Here and elsewhere in the text, we refer to the French Republican tradition promoted by the Encyclopedic philosophers and by universalist principles. This tradition posits state guaranteed non-domination as a definition of liberty, and is built on the foundation of individuals’ ability to go beyond individual interests and adherences in order to work together in constructing an egalitarian political society. From a philosophical perspective, this Republican conception is incompatible with the individualist utilitarianism developed in the 17th century by Hobbes, Locke, etc. See for instance Macpherson (1962), Caillé, Lazzeri and Senellart (2001), and Freitag (2011).
The purpose of a discipline is primarily to guide individuals’ questions about what is true, so as to enable them to make judgments and decisions “being fully informed” . . .. The logic of a curriculum is not Republican, not so much in the sense of a Republic as a specific political system but rather as an assembly of individuals. The Republic is the only authority that holds sovereignty and institutes the forms of societal organization, whether political (homeland, state, nation, etc.), economic (financial or production companies), religious, associational, etc.—it is the authority that submits all of these other internal authorities to the self-evident and universal principles imposed by reason alone, and not by any particular interest.8 The curriculum is [by contrast] defined based on the expectations and needs of society, as it exists in its diversity and in its changes. (p. 25)

In the Francophone tradition of education, it is customary to organize learning in primary, middle, and high school according to the logic of a cursus rather than a curriculum, as we are going to explain in the next section. The abandonment of the notion of cursus and the introduction of the interdisciplinary perspective have given rise to numerous and heated debates, particularly in France. We will present these debates further along in the article. However, we would like to present an example here. We have been invited over the years to participate in summer university programs on the theme of interdisciplinarity, which the French government wanted to introduce in primary and secondary education. On these occasions, discussions did not deal with the means by which to operationalize interdisciplinarity in education. For the most part, they bore on the relations to be established between educational disciplines, the place of cognitive contents, and the need to preserve disciplinary specificity. In 2000 we also organized an international colloquium on interdisciplinarity in education bringing together researchers from Europe as well as North and South America. The event led to major theoretical confrontations prompted by

8 From this French Republican perspective promoted by Sachot (2000), the aim of the school system is to open the mind, to foster the use of reason and to emancipate human beings, independent of any utilitarian aim. As we will see further on, this emancipation is achieved through the acquisition of disciplinary knowledge, with the support of reason.
the French academics, indicating a distinct understanding of interdisciplinarity and of its implementation. While the Francophone European researchers debated the relevance of implementing interdisciplinarity, the hierarchy of the academic disciplines, and the impact of interdisciplinarity on the epistemological foundations of these disciplines, Americans Julie T. Klein and Gordon F. Vars, contrastingly, presented in a few systematic points the operational modes to use in order to implement an interdisciplinary approach in education.

9 In the Francophone tradition, the academic disciplines are designated using the term disciplines scientifiques, which encompasses all the disciplines that make up the system of the sciences. This includes the natural sciences (biology, chemistry, physics, etc.), mathematics, and the humanities and social sciences (history, geography, etc.). Stichweh (1991) has shown that disciplinary differentiation can be traced back to the system of the so-called sciences that progressively became established in the 18th century, in opposition to a model based on knowledge produced and controlled from the outside. The previous model had been based on erudition as a common form of knowledge and as a mode for organizing, preserving and exposing this historically accumulated knowledge: “[T]he differentiation of the disciplines . . . is . . . a mechanism for systems’ self-organization that replaces organizing interventions from the outside” (p. 21), essentially the interventions of the Church and then the prince. These scientific disciplines can be found in the form of disciplines scolaires (school disciplines) in the education system. It is worth mentioning that the school disciplines are not scientific disciplines. As we have shown based on numerous French and English speaking authors (Lenoir & Hasni, 2006), the school disciplines essentially come from four sources: some are extensions of the scientific disciplines (examples: mathematics and chemistry); others are a result of societal issues (examples: languages and morality); some are a product of the history of schools (example: grammar); and still others stem from interactions between society, school and scientific knowledge (examples: geography and ecology). In all of these configurations, the school disciplines contain varying quantities of elements that are not scientific knowledge, such as values, political orientations, etc. In addition, because they come under a logic of transmission rather than a logic of research, the school disciplines are characterized by contents that are “congealed” (frozen in time) and often simplified. Finally, it should be noted that the Francophone world distinguishes between object-disciplines, taught disciplines, and contributing disciplines (which shed light on, support and enrich the object-disciplines). The contributing disciplines include epistemology, sociology, psychology, anthropology, etc. On the notion of discipline itself, see for example Heckhausen (1972), Flexner (1979), Klein (1990, 1996), Stichweh (1991), Messer-Davidow, Shumway and Sylvan (1993), Weingart (2010), Repko, Szostak and Phillips Buchberger (2014).
2. Conceptual clarifications

In order to consider the interdisciplinary perspective in the field of education from the curricular and didactic perspectives, we must first begin with a few conceptual clarifications.

2.1 *Cursus*, program, and curriculum in Francophone culture

French-speaking Europe has traditionally used the notion of *cursus* (Charlot, 1995), a term of Latin origin that refers to the idea of a race, a brisk walk, a trail that is followed, or a trip or journey (Goelzer, 1928). Academically speaking, the idea of *cursus* refers either to a vocational program considered as a set of steps to complete, or to a cycle of studies pursued in a given discipline during a specific time frame and attested by a diploma. An academic *cursus* is characterized by an accumulation of courses, that is, a succession of subjects and contents that are distinct and not explicitly and formally connected to each other (Forquin, 1984).

This Francophone conception essentially considers an educational *cursus* to be a whole of disciplinary contents, that is, a pluri-disciplinary structure whose components are deemed to be complementary. This pluridisciplinary structure is made up of *programmes d'étude* (programs of study) or “syllabi” established on a largely autonomous disciplinary basis. Each program merely lists the contents of the school subject to be taught, leaving out all the other aspects that could be considered—learning objectives, pedagogical approaches, suggested activities, evaluation-related aspects, etc. These other aspects are the prerogative of the teacher or administrative prescriptions. This “Encyclopedic” conception, which prevailed up to the end of the 1960s, was somewhat modified later on with the introduction of learning objectives.

While the *cursus* is conceived as a succession of cognitive contents within programs that are autonomous, but considered (rightfully or not) to be complementary, the Francophone interpretation of the notion of curriculum is frequently confused and used with the same meaning, because it has often been likened to a *programme d'études*, an outline of study objectives, as demonstrated by Favre (1988). This is the logic that led our colleague from the Free University of Brussels to give the principal author of this article full freedom in determining the course contents he wished to teach.

In a doctoral thesis dealing with the concept of curriculum, Durand (1994) suggests that
in the Francophone world, the way education and teaching programs were defined was generally dictated by the government, in the form of programs of study. Examining the theory and practice of these programs proved futile or even inconceivable. As a result, the distinction between curriculum and program was made only by specialists who were familiar with the American research on the subject. (p. 72)

This interpretation, as interesting and valuable as it may be, does not appear sufficient in our view. Indeed, other factors, both epistemological and socio-cultural, are at the root of this distinction between curriculum and program. For reasons that we will discuss, in Anglophone education the term “curriculum” encompasses the premise of the subject’s societal integration (both in its individual and societal versions, in the writings of Tyler as well as Dewey), while in the French-speaking world, the programme d’études is essentially focused on the object, in this case the contents to be taught. To put it briefly, in the Francophone logic, a cursus is made up of a succession of programmes d’étude, in other words, it contains only a list of contents associated with the discipline at hand (mathematics, history, biology, etc.), but does not address broader issues of societal integration.

Of course, as the premise of Geoffroy (2003) clearly shows, we are currently seeing an “expansion in the sense of the term ‘curriculum’” (p. 78) among Francophone specialists. Geoffroy shows that “it would be wrong to say that the term now boils down to the idea of a programme d’études in the Francophone field of education” (p. 78). Interpretations, however, most often remain marked by the educational cultural tradition of Francophone Europe, particularly in France. We have, for example, already mentioned the French Republican response of Sachot (2000). Perrenoud (1994), a Swiss researcher, considers that the concept of curriculum has not historically been associated with academic dimensions: “in Anglo-Saxon countries, ‘curriculum’ is used to designate the educational pathway proposed to learners, while in French one is more likely to refer to a plan d’études, programme or cursus, depending on whether one wishes to emphasize the progression of knowledge, successive contents or the structure of the student’s career” (p. 61). “Paradoxically,” he adds, “it is the notion of hidden curriculum that gives the concept its status in the humanities and social sciences” (p. 61) in the sense that the curriculum does not encompass everything that is taught at school. For their part, Duru Bellat and van Zanten (1999) define curriculum
as “all of the pedagogical situations experienced by a ‘learner’ over a given *cursus* in the context of an educational institution” (p. 130). Although they may see the curriculum as being more than an educational *cursus*, in practice they insist on its function of delimiting cognitive contents, thereby relegating know-how and the social implications of learning to a vague socialization\(^\text{10}\) that mainly takes place within the family. In short, the authors we have just cited interpret the notion of curriculum as coming under the Francophone logic of the *cursus*.

### 2.2 Curriculum according to the Anglo-Saxon logic

According to a French dictionary of Latin (Goelzer, 1928), the term “curriculum” comes from the Latin *currere* meaning to run, to go quickly. The word “curriculum” in Latin refers to the action of running or racing on foot, by horse or by chariot (*currus* means race chariot, war chariot or triumphal chariot). Basic to all of this is the existence of a finalized route to be swiftly covered by a human being. The route is undoubtedly fraught with difficulties, obstacles, and distinct components, but above all it is laid out in advance, an idea absent from a *cursus*. It forms a whole in which all of these components will lead, once completed, to the end of a journey, at which point these components will be interrelated and integrated. It is mostly in this general sense, which is close to that of the Latin *cursus*, that the term is used in the United States. However, the notion is loaded with other meanings in the field of education.

Indeed, the concept of curriculum has had a long history in the United States since the mid-19th century and has been assigned multiple meanings. D’Hainaut (1979), drawing inspiration from American journals to examine curriculum, points out that “Siegel noted twenty-seven different ways that the word ‘curriculum’ was defined or characterized in the literature” (p. 83). There are in fact hundreds (Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery & Taubman, 1995),\(^\text{10}\) Berger and Luckmann (1966) distinguish between primary and secondary socialization: Socialization is an “ontogenetic process . . . that can be . . . defined as the individual’s consistent and ongoing installation within the objective world of a society or a sector thereof. Primary socialization is the first socialization that the individual undergoes during childhood, thanks to which he or she will become a member of society. Secondary socialization consists of any subsequent process that allows the already socialized individual to be integrated into new sectors of the objective world of society” (p. 179). In the Francophone logic, primary socialization is first and foremost the responsibility of the family and not the school.
according to other currents of thought, although the nuances are sometimes very subtle. Forquin (1989), among many others, points to the wide diversity of ways the term is used in English. Short (1986) and Jackson (1992) recall the confusion about the concept, with the latter mentioning some twenty other academics who have condemned the terminological hodgepodge. Connelly and Clandinin (1988) note the difficulty of making sense of this multiplicity of definitions. Goodlad (1979) expresses impatience with nuances that he considers sterile. Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery and Taubman (1995) for their part observe that “the field may always be cacophonous” (p. 867).

Although in school systems what is referred to is the explicit, prescribed, official, and formal curriculum, it is important to underline that the American research has added various qualifications to the concept of curriculum in order to distinguish between its different forms. In the North American academic literature one finds, for example, the following denominations, some of which have been subsequently used in French-speaking Europe: explicit curriculum, formal curriculum, open curriculum, needed curriculum, desired curriculum or delivered and received curriculum (Venezky, 1992), i.e., the actual curriculum as implemented by teachers and received by students, and many other distinctive forms of the curriculum, including hidden (Jackson, 1968), implicit or null (Eisner, 1985), unstudied (Overly, 1970), unwritten (Dreeben, 1976), true (Berman, 1987), etc. Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery and Taubman (1995) conclude, following Jackson (1992), that these designations represent an interesting conceptual variety and that making sense of them requires an understanding of their discursive structure and of the intentions behind them.

The evolution of the concept of curriculum in the United States has in no way been linear. Rather than conceiving the history of the concept of curriculum in this country using the metaphor of a long and quiet river running placidly to its estuary, Munro (1998) maintains that its flow has been fraught with turbulence and clashes, churning up considerable tension and debate. A number of American authors\textsuperscript{11} have traced the historical path of the concept of curriculum since the British colonial empire and especially since the concept emerged in the mid-19th century under the influence of Herbert Spencer and Herbartian thought in particular. The intent here is not

to retrace the evolution of this notion in American education over the 19th and 20th centuries. Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery and Traubman (1995) discuss conceptions of curriculum at length from a historical standpoint, from 1828 to 1979, and then contemporary debates on the topic between 1980 and 1994, from various conceptual angles. They note that many other authors have also sought to map different conceptions of curriculum in education. Pinar (1998a) points out the concept’s Balkanization, while Flinders and Thornton (1997) mention divergent points of view. Doyle (1992) shows how much the conception of curriculum has evolved in education. Indeed, as he states, “curriculum theory evolved in two directions” (p. 492). The first separated the concepts of curriculum and pedagogy, narrowing curriculum to the contents to be taught. This is the “traditional purview of philosophers and specialists in academic disciplines” (p. 492) who are interested only in the question “What knowledge is of most worth?” (p. 492) The second direction of curriculum theory in American education involved connecting pedagogy with the way the curriculum is administered. This direction promotes a close relationship between the curriculum and questions relative to its implementation, to the activities it requires, to learning assessment, etc. Kliebard (1992b) makes the same distinction, but while taking a critical look at the weaknesses of various conceptions of curriculum in education. Over and beyond all of the debates and trends on this subject, and with no pretension of overcoming controversies or being exhaustive, we subscribe to the second perspective, because it is representative of contemporary education in American or Anglo-Saxon practice. The notion of curriculum includes “a plan for a quality teaching and learning process” (Pratt & Short, 1994, p. 1320) and constitutes a cultural artifact, in that it is a text profoundly marked by the culture of a society at a given time in its history (Ratcliff, 1997).

Davis, in Interdisciplinary Courses and Team Teaching (1995), also considers that “the root question” (p. 26) of a curriculum, “once knowledge has been generated, [is] what is the best way of transmitting it?” (p. 26) Forquin (1989), a specialist on curriculum in Anglo-Saxon thought, writes that “in the Anglo-Saxon education vocabulary [curriculum is] an

12 Tanner and Tanner (1995) note that “Traditionalists continued to see the curriculum as a distillation of the cumulative tradition of organized knowledge, or as synonymous with the course of study” (p. 189).
13 The relationships that develop between curriculum and pedagogy in no way mean that we consider these two concepts to be synonyms. Curriculum includes components of pedagogy, but cannot be reduced to it.
educational path, . . . a seamless whole of learning experiences to which the individual is exposed over a given period in the context of a formal educational institution” (pp. 22-23). Curriculum therefore encompasses the official text\(^\text{14}\) (prescribed curriculum), as well as various kinds of prescriptions and/or suggestions for its implementation in the classroom. The concept of didactics in its European sense consequently appears to be superfluous to Americans, since the curriculum is viewed as referring to the educational process as a whole—including didactics in the specific sense of pedagogy. According to Kliebard (1992\textit{a}), one of the main American authors to examine the conceptualization of curriculum, curricular theory aims to give coherence to the conceptual structuring that answers the question, “What should we teach?” (p. 202) Kliebard pinpoints the issues inherent to curricular theory based on three questions: First, what must be taught? Second, to whom is instruction addressed and what is taught to whom? And third, how should it be taught? This last question, in his view, is the most important, since it deals with the pedagogical means.\(^\text{15}\)

As demonstrated for example by the writings of Kliebard (1986, 1992\textit{a}, 1992\textit{b}) and Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery and Taubman (1995) concerning the history of the American curriculum, the concept of curriculum goes beyond a sole concern for knowledge. In the United States, since the curriculum is “understood as an oriented structure of contents stemming from a sociopolitical choice of educational aims, goals and objectives” (Alberty & May, 1987, p. 319), the focus is on the way learning is organized with a view to forging a human being. The concept of curriculum is accordingly based on a vision concerned with integrating individuals into society by inculcating socially promoted values and symbols.

In sum, beyond the cognitive contents, the American concept of curriculum is based on pragmatic dimensions in order to impart the know-how that students need: “[T]he school curriculum is presumably designed not only to inculcate each member of the rising generation in the best elements of knowledge, systematically organized or codified since the

\(^{14}\) We borrow the term from Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery and Taubman (1995). These authors distinguish between nine “categories of contemporary [reconceptualist] curriculum discourses” (p. 43): political text, racial text, gender text, phenomenological text, poststructuralist/deconstructed/postmodern text, autobiographical/ biographical text, aesthetic text, theological text, and institutionalized text.

\(^{15}\) We would like to reiterate that we are well aware of the debates and oppositions between specialists in different scientific and academic fields, which have been abundantly illustrated by Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery and Taubman (1995).
dawn of civilization, but to enable each member of the rising generation to utilize that knowledge to improve the life of the individual and the life of society” (Tanner & Tanner, 1995, p. 189). Tanner and Tanner refer to Dewey (1964), who conceives “education as a generative process—that is, a process through which the learner extends and deepens the capability of exercising intelligent control over changing conditions of life” (p. 189).

Today, even if there is no consensus on a definition of curriculum, the curriculum is thought about from a pragmatic point of view as involving an evolutionary process, as an instrument that is constantly under development and that needs to meet the needs of the times and adapt to contexts, requirements and constraints (Pinar, 1998; Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery & Taubman, 1995; Tanner & Tanner, 1995): “[H]ence, in terms of the aims of the school system, a close relationship has been gradually established between a pragmatic and instrumental vision (know-how), on one hand, and a concern for social integration and for adhesion to the norms and values that characterize American thought (personal skills), on the other” (Lenoir, 2002, p. 103). In addition to this pragmatic vision, to which we will return in section 2.4, it is important to mention the importance of personal skills that are geared toward civic education. Human liberty, as enshrined in Jefferson’s Declaration of Independence, is primarily achieved through socialization, understood here as the development of know-how and personal skills. That which provides liberty is not directly related to knowledge, but the ability to act in and on the world as a citizen. Educating then means equipping students in a dual sense, namely that of practice (know-how) and that of citizenship (enabling human and social relationships as equal members of the nation-state). The U.S. Congress accordingly voted in 1994 on the Goals 2000: Educate America Act, which

16 Noddings (2013), who takes up the title of Dewey’s book but inverts the two nouns (Education and Democracy in the 21st Century), largely bases himself on this last author in order to take a critical look at the current directions of the American education system, namely “the current move to convert curriculum content into content standards” (p. 147), “the current emphasis on standardized tests” (p. 153), the “dominantly business talk” (p. 155), etc. In contrast to these directions, “rejecting the notion that schooling should concentrate on intellectual development academically conceived, we should design programs that support satisfying ways of life for whole persons in all three of the great domains [personal, civic, and occupational]” (p. 157). He promotes the idea that education should focus on cooperation with a view to developing a fully democratic citizenship.
established eight national goals for education. Two of those goals dealt specifically with civic education. The law specifies that students will “leave grades four, eight, and twelve having demonstrated competency over challenging subject matter including … civics and government … so that they may be prepared for responsible citizenship.” The Educate America Act also charges schools with seeing that all students are “involved in activities that promote and demonstrate … good citizenship, community service and personal responsibility.” To achieve these goals, schools address citizenship in both the formal and informal curriculum. (StateUniversity.com Education Encyclopedia)\(^{17}\)

In short, unlike the European concept of *cursus*, the American concept of curriculum conveys, first, the idea of continuity and close relationships between its component parts. Second, it is also seen, from an educational standpoint, as being closely related to pedagogy, understood as various types of modes (organizational, relational, psycho-affective, etc.) to implement in order to provide appropriate instruction. Third, it promotes a focus on the “how to,” that is, practical training for employment. Fourth, in the concept of curriculum, civic education is considered to be the key know-how, i.e., the basis for social unity.

### 2.3 Didactics in the Francophone and Anglophone worlds

Although the words “curriculum” and “didactics” often have a similar definition in non-specialized dictionaries, the Anglophone educational research rarely uses the term “didactics.” Most often, it is employed in a pejorative sense to refer to a dull and old-fashioned teaching practice. An exploration of ERIC databases points to the existence of 1,683 publications dealing with didactics in English over the past 20 years, 990 of which are in connection with education, including 579 written by American authors. More subtle statistical analysis reveals that, for example, in these years only 25 publications from the United States addressed teacher education, 46 primary and secondary education, etc. In short, even though the notion

of didactics is present, it is very far from rivaling that of curriculum in the degree of attention it has attracted from scholars. For the same period, the concept of curriculum appears in a total of 68,272 entries in ERIC, and 14,861 when the term “academic” is added (2,177 entries, most of which are published by researchers in education: 931 in elementary education and 1,246 in secondary education). In addition, the *Merriam Webster Dictionary* connects the sense of the adjective “didactic” to pedagogical activity. It also assigns “didactic” a sense of education as opposed to entertainment. In contrast, the Francophone world makes a radical distinction between didactics and pedagogy. It places great value on didactics, which is a central notion in the Francophone field of teacher education and educational research. For the same period (1995-2014), the largest Francophone database, Francis, reported 1,802 publications, including 40 books. Our own database at the CREAS and CRCIE (in Quebec, Canada) shows almost 500 books on didactics, even if there are very few recent and exhaustive reviews of the literature on this particular topic, which indicates the absence of any recent and exhaustive reviews of the literature. Without exception, all of the publications (books or academic articles) in the field of education in the Francophone world (French-speaking Belgium, France, Luxemburg, Quebec and French-speaking Switzerland) that deal with the teaching of school disciplines or teacher education for these disciplines mention the concept of didactics. As for curriculum in the Francophone world of education, the same database (Francis) identified only 11 documents, while the database Érudit identified 98. In both cases, almost all of the publications in question were published in 2006 or later. We estimate that only a dozen or so French-language books have dealt with curriculum since 1995. Most of these books, it is important to mention, interpret the concept of curriculum in reference to the concept of *cursus*.

In Francophone Europe, very roughly speaking, curriculum today is used to refer to the structuring of various disciplinary programs of study, while disciplinary didactics deals with the treatment of each of these programs’ cognitive contents. The issue of didactics and didactic research in education, when compared to that of curriculum and pedagogy, is overall quite

---

18 A 1993 guide entitled *Guide bibliographique des didactiques*, edited by Desvè, presents more than 1,200 publications on didactics, primarily by French authors, that were published since the term’s emergence in the French-speaking world in 1970.

19 The term “pedagogy” is quite old in the French language, as it first appeared at the end of the 15th century. In French, it has many meanings, including education science (a now outdated conception), philosophical or psychological doctrines (negative, non-directive, traditional and other pedagogies), educational movements
recent, in any case in contemporary debates in French-speaking Europe. Francophone didacticians traditionally identified with their distant founding father Comenius (1592-1670) and his *Didactica magna*, or with Ratke (1571-1635), the author of an even an older but less well known book, the *Methodus didactica*. But when searching for a distant origin and remaining bound to the word itself, is there not a risk, as Benvéniste (1969) for example has pointed out in *Le vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes*, of committing an anachronism leading to major semantic confusion and especially obscuring related social issues? Indeed, the introduction of the term “didactics” in the educational discourse of the 17th century expressed a desire for profound social transformation in a time which, for Czechs but also many other Europeans, could be described as an “age of darkness” (Denis, 1994). At this time, to paraphrase Servier (1967), the Horsemen of the Apocalypse (religious wars and the plague) were revisiting Europe.

In the traditional Protestant perspective (as well as in the Catholic conception, for that matter), the constitution of the human being is determined a priori by the divine order as the master and measure of all things. The human being is merely the instrument working to the greater glory of God in order to achieve salvation. To understand the Francophone conception, it is important to keep in mind that the French Revolution of 1789 had roots in rational Cartesian thought, in philosophers, and in the Encyclopedists. During the Enlightenment, these currents of thought progressively became opposed to the obscurantism, ignorance and social oppression which, in their view, characterized the Catholic Church, the royalty, and the aristocracy (Charlot, 1987; Éliard, 1994; Kintzler, 1989; Lelièvre, 1994; Léon, 1971). (the new school, the *arbeitsschule*, etc.), theories (behaviorism, cognitivism, etc.), and so on. Here, inspired by Gersten, Baker, Pugach, Scanlon and Chard (2001), we use the term in the sense of the means to implement in order to facilitate the cognitive learning process.

20 It is worth recalling that Comenius belonged to the Protestant movement of the Moravian Brothers, which associated with Hussite doctrines. During the Thirty Years’ War, under the threat of the Catholic Spanish troops, he was forced to flee his country and abandon his wife and children, who died of the plague. He subsequently had to flee Poland, and ultimately found refuge in Amsterdam. Modern French language research (for example Cauly, 1995; Canavolas and Bibeau, 1996; Denis, 1994) emphasizes the importance of his work in two regards: its revolutionary nature, which, in Comenius’ view, stood up to Catholic conceptions; and its visionary nature, which defended the establishment of a universal rational science.
With the replacement of the divine power by the secular state, the concept of didactics asserted human beings’ control over knowledge, its teaching and its learning. In the French Republican spirit, knowledge, supported by reason, is the source of human liberty and the best guarantee for creating a free citizen.

In the older Germanic, but also Scandinavian tradition, the conception of didactics is profoundly different from the Francophone conception. It is conceived either as “the establishment of learning conditions in terms of psychological development” (Hellgren, 1993c, p. 10), or as a methodology for teaching (for example, Wallin, 1988; Engelsen, 1990; Gundem, 1992; Klafki, 1998). This, especially in Germany, classes it as a “general didactics” (allgemeinedidaktik) “that is clearly part of the education sciences and concerns all teaching and learning problems from a general standpoint, independent of the disciplines and contents” (Dorier, Leutenegger & Schneuwly, 2013, p.12). This German concept of didaktik is thoroughly rejected by French didacticians, who only think in terms of the didactics specific to each discipline, hence the use of the plural: les didactiques des disciplines. It is important here to explain the origin of this exclusively Francophone conception before defining and characterizing it.

According to Dorier, Leutenegger and Schneuwly (2013), the concept of didactics was reintroduced in the Francophone world some forty years ago as a result of three main factors that differ from those in the 17th century. The first two were institutional, while the third was socio-educational and cultural. The emergence of disciplinary didactics as a disciplinary field stemmed, first, from the massification of secondary education starting in the 1950s. The increase of students led to a profound overhaul of plans d’études for all school subjects, then to a reform of teacher education. Second, the elimination of normal schools in order to

---


22 In other countries, for example in Brazil, didactics is often defined either as an educational methodology or as pedagogical processes. See, for example, Passos Alencastro Veiga (1988, 1995, 2002). However, it is also understood today as an educational theory that involves an epistemological and political dimension (Libâneo, 1990, 2013).
“universitarize” teacher education\textsuperscript{23} prompted a need for cooperation between different teaching professionals in the university context, leading to the production of “academic disciplines that connected research and teacher education” (p. 10). The third factor was a reaction against theories and practices which, without forgetting the knowledge objects to be taught (an impossibility, as Astolfi [1997] and Houssaye [1997] point out) somewhat neglected them under the inspiration of currents focused on “early-learning activities.” These currents had in turn challenged the earlier “didacticism” (in the American sense of the word) of traditional teaching methods and their underlying conceptions of learning. The reaction in the 1970s was mainly against the greater importance that early-learning activities placed on pedagogical aspects, which was seen as minimizing the importance of learning the cognitive contents of various disciplines at school.\textsuperscript{24}

The third factor is critical. Indeed, as Develay (1997), Raisky (1996) and Schneuwly (1990) for example, point out, the re-creation of the word “didactics” and its powerful resurgence in the field of Francophone education show a critical and challenging posture that could be likened to the Comenian attitude. Around the 1970s, the first Francophone didacticians

\textsuperscript{23}This “universitarization” first took place in Quebec starting in 1969. At that time, all credited instruction for teaching at the primary and secondary levels, whether initial or ongoing, began to be provided in education faculties by research professors who were required to hold a doctorate. For its part, France created \textit{Instituts universitaires de formation des maîtres} (IUFM) in 1991, which became \textit{Écoles supérieures du professorat et de l’éducation} (ESPE) in 2013. Switzerland and Belgium created \textit{hautes écoles universitaires}, respectively in 1990 and in 1995. All of this teacher education is aimed at professionalizing teachers and is based on a competency-based framework.

\textsuperscript{24}The opposition was mainly against currents of the active school, on one hand, and against pragmatic conceptions promoted by early-learning activities, on the other. The latter were primarily inspired by the Herbartian movement, then by Dewey, as well as the humanist school with Rogers, Bany, Johnson, etc.—from the United States, but also the “New School” (Montessori, Freinet, Decroly, etc.) and open pedagogy. From the point of view that developed in France at this time, but also in Quebec, early-learning activities conceived the school as a “community” where education was focused on matters of everyday life and on life experiences, as well as on activities seeking children’s fulfillment. The accusation was clear: Schools were no longer teaching students, disciplinary knowledge had been forgotten, and schools were contenting themselves with shifting the focus to individuals and their fulfillment as human beings. In other words, too much socialization, not enough instruction.
adopted an orientation towards profound change in the conception of the teaching-learning relationship, even if this change was based on very different motivations than the political and religious Comenian motives. For Comenius, didactics assuredly led to a progressive position because of its concern for promoting more “democratic” and emancipatory education that drew on Hussite tradition (Capková, 1992; Delumeau, 1965). This tradition was aimed at realizing a doctrine of profound engagement in society (Garin, 1968). In the Francophone world, at the start of the 1970s, the first researchers who brought the question of didactics back to the table maintained its “combative and critical nature” (Schneuwly, 1990, p. 217) and wanted to reaffirm the importance of academic knowledge and of its cognitive appropriation as emancipatory dimensions in education, in the Francophone Republican tradition. They also wanted to reassert the profoundly dialectical nature of the teaching-learning relationship, which required a change in epistemological and psychological perspective. The neopositivist and neobehaviorist postures that were dominant in the 1950s up through the end of the 1970s in the Francophone world gave way to psychological and epistemological conceptions tending toward constructivism. Instead of conceiving knowledge as pre-existing, given \textit{a priori}, and embedded in written discourse and especially textbooks, Francophone didacticians adopted another conception stemming from the dialectical tradition. The new conception stressed the fundamental process of a historically and spatially dated social production of reality. Knowledge came to be viewed as a temporary and limited product of human and social action in context that expresses a symbolic representation of the real world. Morf, Grize and Pauli (1969) and Morf (1972), disciples of Piaget, are perhaps the first to have emphasized this dialectical perspective to which didacticians lay claim. Morf, Grize and Pauli (1969) propose “a general theory of interventions on thought and its operation” based on three interrelated areas: a psychological area, relative to the subject; an epistemological area, relative to the knowledge object; and a logical area “that must enable analysis of the relationships involved in the implementation of suitable strategies” (p. 25), relative to the teacher. This new orientation, which was encapsulated by didactics, was initially (in the 1970s and 1980s) put forward by mathematicians who were promoting the teaching of “New Mathematics.” Linguists, who were interested in developing French didactics based on linguistics (in a time dominated by structuralist thinking in France), soon followed suit. Researchers in all of the other educational disciplines subsequently joined the movement.
How, then, might disciplinary didactics be defined? Although many definitions exist, it is possible to identify characteristics that are widely shared by the community of didacticians and, more broadly, by the community of researchers in education. Disciplinary didactics are research disciplines “that analyze contents (knowledge, know-how, etc.) as objects of teaching and learning” (Reuter, 2010, p. 69) and as they exist in the academic disciplines. As a result, didactics can be radically distinguished from the other disciplines in the field of education, namely

- those that analyze contents but without dealing with teaching or learning (for example, mathematics, linguistics, biology, history, etc.);

- those that analyze teaching or learning but without dealing with the contents (for example, pedagogy, philosophy, sociology, educational psychology, etc.). (p. 69)

Disciplinary didactics can therefore be understood as the problematization of the knowledge contents that are needed to achieve educational aims. For each discipline, it examines the problems of producing knowledge, varying cognitive contents, organizing and selecting the school knowledge to be taught, and arranging the knowledge in order to respect students’ abilities. It raises questions about the very nature of the discipline in question, its epistemological contours, and the meaning of the cognitive contents to be taught. Furthermore, it reflects on the arrangement of these contents, still from a cognitive standpoint, to make them accessible to students. In other words, disciplinary didactics studies the phenomena involved in the circulation of disciplinary knowledge, and it theorizes each educational discipline’s educational phenomena. Based on Margolinas (1993) and many other didacticians, it can be defined as a research discipline that is rationally founded on a sound epistemological and theoretical basis. It is centered on the study of exclusive cognitive contents—those of each discipline in its (perceived) indispensable autonomy—and proposes educational situations only insofar as they have been validated by rigorous experimental control using didactic engineering. In sum, conceiving didactics requires the establishment of indissociable interactions between the components of the larger system to which it belongs.

Disciplinary didactics\(^{25}\) accordingly should not be confused with

\(^{25}\) Didacticians are university professors who teach the didactics of an academic discipline (mathematics, biology, physics, history, geography, literature, linguistics,
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the teaching and learning practices in each school discipline, with prescriptions resulting from laws or official directives, textbooks, etc., or with recommended educational practices from various sources (inspectors, pedagogical advisors, associations, teachers unions, etc.). It is distinct from pedagogical approaches, which are the province of researchers in pedagogy: “[Disciplinary didactics] must therefore struggle to distinguish itself on at least two fronts: with regard to pedagogy and with regard to the major academic disciplines” (Dorier, Leutenegger & Schneuwly, 2013, p. 16). It is based on a general conceptual structure that is fairly widely shared by the community of didacticians (including transposition, devolution, the theory of didactic situations, reference practices, the tripolar model, etc.). For example, didacticians subscribe to a general reference model known as the “didactic system.” This system consists in the interaction of three sub-systems, that is, the didactic relationship between the subject (the students), the object (the educational contents), and the teacher. It is rooted in a long philosophical and epistemological tradition. This understanding of the didactic system—which, like all models, is somewhat simplistic but can be a useful conceptual guide—is based on a “tripolar” dialectical vision of interaction between three basic elements, rather than on a traditional and causal vision of interrelationships between two elements. To give another example, the concept of transposition involves arranging scholarly knowledge as school knowledge in such a way as to make it understandable to students. This common conceptual structure is, however, interpreted and reorganized by each didactics depending on the particularities of the discipline at hand.

2.4 Curriculum and didactics: what sets them apart

In the very broadest of terms—for the subject would merit conceptual and socio-historical development, as well as nuance—to understand the reasons leading to this difference in paradigm on an educational level between etc.). After studying their discipline, they obtain a doctorate in the didactics of their chosen discipline. Like all university professors, they are required to do research related to their university teaching.

The system’s main influences are Piagetian (Piaget, 1967, 1971), but today they are increasingly Vygotskian and Hegelian. Its contemporary foundations can mainly be found in Hegel, Marx, Piaget (Lenoir, 1993, 1996, 2014), but also Moscovici (1970) and Habermas (1973, 1976), for example, and later in Le Moigne (1984) and Morin (1977).
Francophone Europe and Anglophone North America (Lenoir, 2002), the following guideposts are worth mentioning. In the United States, as a result of a tradition that flourished in the second half of the 19th century, the curricular conception focused on the implementation of teaching practices and on pedagogical questions (the “how to”). As we have seen, this is explicitly shown by Kliebard (1992a), for whom the operational modes are a priority. Following the Civil War and with the wave of unbridled industrialization, there emerged a new model spearheaded by Whitehead (1929), among others (Boix Mansilla & Lenoir, 2010; Lenoir, 2002). This new model, which could be described as pragmatic, was centered on know-how. The American citizen would become realized through action, by doing. This “vocationalist” conception, in the sense of “professionalizing,” is characterized by education founded on the development of skills deemed to be useful to meet the needs and expectations of society. As Pinar (1998b) explicitly states, “[t]he American public schools were created over 100 years ago to prepare citizens for jobs in an industrial economy” (p. 205). This represents a reversal in educational conception inasmuch as the progressive movements (Parker, Quincy, Ward, Herbartians, Dewey, etc.) opposed traditional humanist conceptions which, for their part, advocated “a non-utilitarian, cultural and academic education” (Rudolph, 1977, p. 14) stemming from the traditional cultural and humanist British conception of education whose iconic figurehead was Cardinal Newman (1852/1907; 1872/1909).

In contrast, in French-speaking Europe, the French Revolution of 1789 was characterized by rationalism, by the rejection of any form of outside control as exercised by the Church up to the 18th century, and by the substitution of the secular state for the divine order. In the minds of the French revolutionaries, instruction was the first responsibility of the nation state, since it is at the source of human freedom and is the best assurance for forming free and emancipated citizens. Human freedom is primarily achieved through instruction, i.e., the acquisition of knowledge developed by the academic disciplines and supported by reason. Why is this the case in the Francophone tradition? To answer this question, we must come back to the French Republican conception (not to be confused with the American republican conception) that was developed during the French Revolution at the end of the 18th century. Historically, the best illustration of the Republican position can undoubtedly be found in the speeches that Condorcet (1989a, 1989b, 1994) delivered to the French National Assembly in 1791 and 1792. Indeed, Sachot (2004) notes that
To understand the distinction made in the French language between instruction and education—a distinction that sometimes goes so far as complete opposition—one must look back at the educational projects developed during the French Revolution, and more specifically the spring 1793 debate at the National Assembly following the Condorcet Report of December 1792. In 1791, Condorcet (1989a) had written that it was the duty of the Republic to provide public education, which “should be limited to instruction” (p. 56), hence making a major distinction between education and instruction, as Lelièvre (1994) and Nique and Lelièvre (1993) have noted. In December 1792, in a famous speech on education made at the National Assembly, Condorcet (1989b) declared that

> We must first educate students to reason, we must instruct students to listen only to reason, we must renounce the enthusiasm that might cloud or mislead reason, and we must accept wherever reason might lead; such is the approach required in the interest of humanity, and the principle upon which public instruction must be developed. It is, surely, necessary to speak to children’s imagination . . . but it would be wrong to want to seize their imagination, even in favour of what we fundamentally believe to be the truth. (p. 185)

In short, the function of education would be to transmit disciplinary knowledge, because, in the Francophone logic, this is the knowledge that paves the way to human liberty. But instruction could not, in Condorcet’s thinking, be boiled down to the mere transmission of knowledge. Instruction is liberating insofar as it is based on reason, on a rational process.

According to this logic, knowledge as “scientificity” is seen as the fundamental cognitive mediation in the process of objectivizing and apprehending the world. The individual’s relationship to the world demands a relationship to knowledge. Human emancipation therefore requires recourse to academic knowledge and to its underlying rationality,
since French Republican thinking, according to the position advocated by Condorcet, rejects all forms of inculcation. The surest way to protect oneself from the dangers of ideological influences (royalist, religious, etc.) is knowledge. As Sachot (2000) has pointed out, the French Revolution produced a major break with the previous education system that had been in place. The relationship to knowledge and to scientific disciplines proved fundamental, as it became the guarantor of cultural tradition. It thus became important to problematize knowledge, to question its meaning before taking action, and to debate the cognitive contents to be learned by future adult citizens. As a result, as Sachot underscores, the relationship to knowledge took on a primary role. It became important to question its attributes, its scientific nature (in the French sense of the scientific disciplines) and its contributions, and to make sure that the knowledge that is selected is both free of ideological bias and accessible to students. The epistemological and didactic perspectives precisely assume these functions. In short, the search for meaning and the defining of educational objects are essential.

The idea of emancipation is foundational to the establishment of modern education systems in Europe. As Green (1997) recalls, the foremost purpose of all education systems in Europe, during the reconceptualization of education systems in the 19th century in the context of democratic nation states, was to educate emancipated human beings, i.e., equal, free and autonomous individuals. The specificity of this purpose was to incorporate “populations into a community of citizens” (Schnapper, 1994, p. 28) and to guarantee that they could exercise democratic practices. Hence the need to establish a “Democratic school [that] must give to each the intellectual abilities required to genuinely participate in public life” (p. 95). This first aim of social emancipation linked with the establishment of democratic processes was closely tied to a second social aim: the need for all nation-states to develop national belonging, in other words to provide civic education or civic socialization that would guarantee the integration of identity into the social whole of the nation state.

Although the educational logics on both sides of the Atlantic are based on a radical reform of education systems that is consistent with the same fundamental aim of human emancipation, they have been opposed in terms of their means. The French-speaking European focus on the function of instruction as the transmission of knowledge safeguarded by the disciplines and by the cultural heritage has led to promoting the epistemological question of meaning, and thereby knowledge (the “object pole”\textsuperscript{27}) and disciplinary

\textsuperscript{27} The term “pole” is not a geographical reference but is used by disciplinary
didactics. Moreover, socialization\textsuperscript{28} is embedded within the universalist Republican framework. Civic education is therefore differently oriented in the French conception than in the American one. In the French Republican conception, citizenship is conceived as an indivisible whole in which all individuals are merged together. Each citizen is then considered to be detached from any belonging to specific characteristics: gender, social class, religion, age, etc. Citizens must also submit to a common law and recognize their duty to the community. Republican citizenship suggests the existence of a collective interest with which all citizens identify on the basis of a few principles that are presented as universal: liberty, equality, fraternity, and secularity. This conception, which sees citizens as indeterminate members of a collective, puts special emphasis on the duty of solidarity. Citizenship is also a state of mind that is expressed through adherence to a public culture. This culture transmits to the citizen the sense of a common past and a cultural heritage that reconciles the nation with the universal. Over the course of the Third French Republic (1870-1940), the more specific idea emerged that citizenship is acquired through culture. The Republican school then became the place for transmitting this culture that, once imparted to all pupils of the nation regardless of class, language or ethnicity, merges them together in order to serve the Republic, in accordance with each individual’s talents. The most important characteristic of culture is knowledge inherited from the past. Out of respect for Republican principles, including that of equality, didacticians to describe each of the three main components of the earlier described “didactic system.”

\textsuperscript{28} From the Francophone perspective, the concept of socialization encompasses several meanings that we have explained in depth in Lenoir and Tupin (2012): 1) Socialization is seen as the process whereby a human being is integrated into society. We noted earlier that this conception of primary socialization is more strongly associated with the family in French Republican thought. 2) Academically speaking, the concept of socialization also refers to pupils’ acquisition of the “ground rules” related to their schedule, discipline and tasks, which Perrenoud (1984\textsuperscript{b}) and Sirota (1993) call the \textit{métier d’élève} [the ability to play the part required at school] in order to characterize the tasks and constraints assigned to students in their duty as learners. 3) The concept of socialization is also understood as the development of what we call “facilitators,” i.e., pedagogical methods intended to facilitate learning processes (Lenoir, 2014). 4) Socialization is also conceptualized as civic education, in close connection with a fifth conception. 5) Indeed, socialization can refer to the acquisition of cultural contents contained in the school disciplines (Mollo Bouvier, 1986; Dubar, 2006). As we have shown, this last conception of socialization, which is realized through disciplinary knowledge, is dominant in the Republican conception.
the *concours* or competitive examination therefore became the generalized system (unique to France) both within the school system (at all levels of instruction) and out, in order for one to hold a position of any kind.

Contrastingly, the American liberal conception postulates the pre-eminence of individual liberties and, by extension, the liberty of the private individual. Moreover, in this conception, the general interest is seen as the sum of specific interests. Americans, who are less inclined to the state governance of schools, recognize society itself—encompassing a mix of hopes and ambitions of citizens who are protective of their freedoms—as the crucible of citizenship, the famous “melting pot” or “salad bowl” of individuals of all origins who form a new people.

In the United States, the focus on the functionality of learning can be traced back to the pragmatism established at the end of the 19th century. This pragmatism should be associated with the preoccupation, dating to the same period, with placing the individual student at the heart of learning (the “subject pole”). Indeed, the need to socially integrate masses of immigrants necessitated a focus on pedagogical practices (to facilitate learning processes) and socialization processes (to foster civic skills). These two fundamental traits of the North American curricular conception have underpinned the professionalizing orientation of its education system. In the United States, the priority appears to be the adherence to the “virtues” and values of American society (personal skills) as well as know-how geared toward problem solving. In this sense, although both education systems have addressed personal skills and socialization (in France, with minister Jules Ferry, in particular, in the 1870s), these are not at all founded on the same principles. As we have noted, the conception of socialization is not built on the same model of citizenship; integrative and universalist republicanism stands in contrast to individualistic and utilitarian liberal thinking.

3. **Interdisciplinarity in education, between didactics and curriculum**

Although the concept of interdisciplinarity is used on both sides of the Atlantic, the brief socio-historical analysis we have sketched shows two distinct views in the United States and in French-speaking Europe.

The notion of interdisciplinarity first developed, in the United States, in response to social demands and pressure from a functional perspective. Klein (1990) observes that “instrumental interdisciplinarity is associated most often with the need to solve ‘practical’ problems” (p. 41). The same
The escalation of instrumental interdisciplinarity since mid-century has created an inevitable tension in the discourse between those who define interdisciplinarity as a philosophically conceived synopsis and those who believe interdisciplinarity is not a theoretical concept but a practical one that arises from the unsolved problems of society rather than from science itself. (p. 42)

As Klein (2005) notes in a different book, “Not all interdisciplinarities are the same […]. Disagreements about definition reflect differing views of the purpose of research and education, the role of disciplines, and the role of critique” (p. 55). Without going into detail on the sociohistorical evolution of interdisciplinarity in education, Klein (2002) recalls that the 1980s “[were] a time of renewed interest in interdisciplinarity and curriculum integration.” She identifies “four major reasons for the resurgence of interest . . . : knowledge change, educational reform, problem solving and critique” (p. 3). Interdisciplinarity subsequently blossomed in the 1990s.

Whether one refers to Beane (1997), Jacobs (1989), Clarke and Agne (1997) or Klein (2002), all of these authors consider that what characterizes interdisciplinarity in education today “is process, not a fixed body of content” (Klein, 2002, p. 9). Today, above and beyond the justification of interdisciplinarity by “the ‘real-world’ argument [. . . that] problem-focus has attained center stage across the curriculum” (p. 7). Along similar lines, Boix Mansilla, Miller, and Gardner (2000) state that “interdisciplinary understanding is more than recalling information or reasoning in uninformed intuitive ways. Students demonstrate interdisciplinary understanding when they are able to use what they have learned to solve problems, create productions, or explain phenomena” (p. 26). Because, in interdisciplinary education, there is a focus on integration processes, the question of pedagogy is inescapable. Most of the books on interdisciplinarity in education underscore links with pedagogy, as teachers should not only transmit knowledge, but should also put in place all the conditions they judge to be appropriate to stimulate, guide, support and assess their students’ learning process. However, there are “differences in purpose and process” among teachers, in the words of Clarke and Agne (1997, p. xvi); the means they use show that “there is no unique interdisciplinary pedagogy” (Klein, 2002, p. 14).
In French-speaking Europe, it was primarily within academic debates, in an effort to structure the academic disciplines and put them into a hierarchy (Delattre, 1984; Kockelmans, 1979), that interdisciplinarity was initially discussed. However, the dizzying diversification of knowledge, mainly after the Second World War and in conjunction with economic, political and social factors, expanded the debate beyond the confines of the university. The new debate took shape around three key areas:

- First, scientific development and the questioning of previously admitted certainties led to epistemological questions and a re-exploration of boundaries and fringes between academic disciplines in an effort to organize and avoid the fragmentation of scientific knowledge (Apostel, Berger, Briggs & Michaud, 1972; Kockelmans, 1979; Ansart, 1990).

- Second, there arose a societal questioning that went beyond the structure of studies and addressed the very meaning of the presence of human beings in the world, in addition to an attempt to integrate disciplinary knowledge and leverage it in the process of grasping a changing reality and of solving modern problems characterized by extreme complexity. Socio-political demands, such as concerns for peace, the environment, social justice and democracy, grew thanks to social movements and possibilities for expressing public opinion (Morin & Piattelli Palmarini, 1974; Babossov, 1978; Moroni, 1978; Sinacœur, 1983). This was eminently expressed by the ferment of the 1960s. In exercising critical thinking, these forces could hardly do without the light shed by the use of interdisciplinarity.

In the field of education, interdisciplinarity was initially called for by societal demands largely external to the education system itself, as illustrated by the student movements of the 1960s. Ansart (1990) has mentioned that “the terms of the debate have profoundly changed today, as have the interlocutors. Today it is professors, researchers and program directors who are raising questions, no longer under the pressure of student demands but because of the difficulty of putting together coherent programs that foster learning” (p. 26). This is attested by the multitude of studies in the United States pertaining to the development of interdisciplinary and integrative curricula (Klein, 1998; Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery & Taubman, 29 Berger (1972) speaks of its explosion, Stengers (1997), its obsessive differentiation, and Ansart (1990), its shattering.
The preoccupations of researchers and academics confronted with the crises that have shaken the Western world have led them to reflect on the orientation and relevance of their actions. Over and beyond the many socio-political, economic and administrative motives cited to promote the use of interdisciplinarity, it would thus appear that the major argument lies today, first, in the links needed between the disciplines and, second, in students’ ability to integrate, transfer and mobilize knowledge. This is the key educational issue, since knowledge integration is the essential dimension in the act of learning. Integration attests to successful learning. The concept of integration is therefore an indissociable companion to the concept of interdisciplinarity. In this context, the question that arises is how interdisciplinarity can foster integrative approaches that are able to produce and support integrating processes and integrated knowledge.

- The third key area is directly related to the tremendous increase in everyday professional activity and the needs of industrial societies. Sinacœur (1983) suggests that interdisciplinarity is not a category of knowledge, but rather a category of action, and it seems to be an instrument of choice for power: “[I]nterdisciplinarity betrays a feature of our times, namely the social integration of knowledge as a component of power; and power is essentially interested in applicable knowledge, the only kind that is able to guide it in developing the programs that structure its use” (p. 28). In this quote, Sinacœur could be said, in a sense, to have foretold the generalized establishment of utilitarian professionalizing perspectives in all education, from primary school through university. Even if the concept of competencies had not yet entered the vocabulary of the times, it is clear that he foreshadowed the competency-based approach. He also clearly perceived that the establishment of such orientations would profoundly change the previous Francophone conception of education and research, which would henceforth serve political and environmental forces.

Hence, in Francophone Europe, aside from epistemological motivations, in which “the scientific logic . . . gives rise to new objects and new complex problems by exceeding existing boundaries” (Callon, 1990, p. 76), interdisciplinarity was also sought by forces that were not directly academic, but rather related to socio-political issues, as well as by forces related to the growing complexity of social realities and to everyday technical and social requirements.

On one hand, outside (but closely linked to) the university institution
there developed a social, political and economic need for interdisciplinary activities. On the other hand, universities themselves experienced enthusiasm for interdisciplinarity, along with concern about the fragmentation of academic knowledge and the sense of a loss of internal organization. Setting aside for now the hegemonic development of vocational training programs, which we will address further on, at least two conceptions of knowledge grew opposed—two rival paradigms according to Kuhn (1972) and Stengers (1993), both of which called for interdisciplinarity. Based on the traditional assertion of the independence if not the neutrality of science, one conception considers that the boundaries erected by the academic disciplines, as well as the boxed-in state in which they confront one another (Morin, 1990b), constitute obstacles to the search for new knowledge. These barriers are thought to be incompatible with the unceasing processes of dynamic interrelation that were originally behind the constitution of the system of the sciences. As Stichweh (1991) notes when addressing the emergence of the *disciplines scientifiques*,

the disciplines . . . are . . . historically variable units that become associated with other disciplines, within a system that subsumes them all, precisely through processes of dynamic interrelation. . . . science increasingly exhibits a closed-off self-referential system . . . that can no longer be organized by external interventions—even philosophical. The differentiation of the disciplines does not appear as the beginning of fragmentation and a loss of organization. Instead, it seems to be a mechanism of system self-organization that replaces external organizing interventions. (pp. 20, 21)

This explains the demand in Francophone Europe to come back to

---

As a reminder, in French, the term “*disciplines scientifiques*” is used to qualify the natural sciences as well as the humanities and social sciences, in research, practice and teaching. However, a distinction is made in French between *savoirs*, knowledge originating from research, and *connaissances*, knowledge originating from experience. In the case here discussed, Stichweh (1991) analyzes the shift, at the turn of the 19th century, from control of knowledge production by religious authorities and by philosophy (heteronomous control) to internal control by the scientific community. More specifically, he shows how the first scientific disciplines (chemistry and physics) were produced and academically established in Germany.
interdisciplinarity as an inherent dimension of all the academic disciplines forged in the 19th and 20th centuries that was left in the shadows following their institutionalization\(^{31}\) as disciplines (Palmade, 1977; Stichweh, 1991).\(^{32}\) A second conception, for its part, promotes the idea that scientific activity (in the Francophone sense of “scientific”), even if it has its own specificity, “calls into question all separation between the sciences and society” (Stengers, 1993, p. 11). One might go so far as to say that science is then approached as “a social enterprise like any other, neither more detached from worldly concerns, nor more universal or rational than any other” (p. 11). It only seeks to respond to contexts, expectations and social constraints. The scientific disciplines are then grasped as arbitrary constructions that are historically situated and marked by the social preoccupations of the times. This second conception also emphasizes the complexity that characterizes the real and the need to take into account its component interactions. From this postmodern perspective, the use of interdisciplinarity becomes necessary as a result of the need for another method by which to analyze our world, but also as a result of social aims, since no single scientific discipline can adequately address highly complex problems.

Klein (1985) and Lynton (1985) have likewise shown that interdisciplinarity adopts two major and distinct orientations: the search for a conceptual synthesis, i.e., a unification of the academic disciplines and perhaps even the quest for the unity of knowledge; and an instrumental approach. In the first case, which could be described as academic interdisciplinarity, the idea, out of a wish to unify the sciences, would be to identify a coherent and hierarchically well connected structure among the various disciplines

\(^{31}\) Palmade (1977) and Stichweh (1991) show that the scientific disciplines were produced in an interdisciplinary manner, by drawing from current practices, by forging concepts of various origins, etc. Their institutionalization led to obscuring this interdisciplinary and even transdisciplinary origin.

\(^{32}\) It is important as the following paragraph points out, not to forget the earlier demand for scientific unification along the lines that the Vienna Circle articulated. It is also important to bear in mind the demand for interdisciplinarity on the heels of World War II as the result of the failed empiricist and positivist program of the *Einheitswissenschaften* (unified sciences) and their logical analysis, partly announced by Gödel’s proof of incompleteness. A very simple example that serves as a rudimentary illustration of Gödel’s theorem is the following well known paradox: A Cretan says, “All Cretans are liars.” Is this Cretan telling the truth when pronouncing this sentence? According to Gödel, this is an “undecidable” statement, because it cannot be demonstrated, hence its incompleteness. See the lithograph “Print Gallery” as a graphic illustration of Gödel’s incompleteness theorem by M.C. Escher (Hofstadter, 1985).
that make up science. This was in fact the explicit project of positivism and Auguste Comte and the Vienna Circle in particular, along with Carnap (1938) or Neurath (1938), for example. The idea would be to identify a super-science (metatheory or metadiscipline) or at least a unified language. However, some academics, including Caillé (1997), are opposed to the temptation of a positivist discourse that would promote a super-science or metadisciplinarity (via transdisciplinary discourse and the merging of different disciplines) to achieve greater efficiency and objectivity, if not universality. The concept of interdisciplinarity has to do with relationships within the system of the sciences. This is the way Francophone Europe has mainly understood the concept, that is, by associating the issue of interdisciplinarity with the structural and hierarchical relationships among disciplines. As a result, Francophone Europe considers the use of interdisciplinarity in education from an epistemological standpoint; the question of the relationship to knowledge is at the heart of the debates among disciplinary didacticians.

The instrumental approach, on the other hand, is more specific to the American conception. It is geared toward external interactions, according to Klein (1990). It promotes the use of knowledge that is directly functional and usable for addressing contemporary societal problems, questions and expectations, for example in terms of vocational training. For Klein and Newell (1996) and Newell (2001) the nature of interdisciplinarity is not primarily theoretical, but pragmatic or organizational. Interdisciplinarity, especially in education, is instrumental, operational and procedural in nature. More broadly speaking, it is an indication of an orientation of our Western societies, more than the emergence of this orientation:

[I]t is not the emergence of a way to address increasingly separated knowledge, but rather the sign of a preference for informed decision making, based on technically founded views, and on the desire to make decisions on the basis of scenarios underpinned by specific knowledge. This is why interdisciplinarity finds anchoring points in all the applied sciences, social or other. (Sinacœur, 1983, pp. 25-26)

Fourez (1992) suggests that interdisciplinarity be considered as a particular practice “aimed at approaching the problems of everyday existence [the goal of which is not] to create a new scientific discipline or a universal discourse, but to solve a concrete problem” (p. 110). In this context, still according to
Fourez, “interdisciplinarity is perceived as an essentially ‘political’ practice, i.e., as a negotiation between different standpoints with a view to deciding on a representation deemed relevant to performing an action” (pp. 110-111). Hamel (1995) likewise notes that “interdisciplinarity perhaps finds its form and relevance less in developing the knowledge and explanations to which each discipline aspires, than in terms of practical or political action” (p. 17).\footnote{A substantial proportion of Francophone European researchers who are studying interdisciplinarity today, whether in the context of research or teaching, consider that interdisciplinarity is a political issue used by governments to influence the directions of research and education. They therefore also associate interdisciplinarity with practical and operational stakes that result from political issues. In these researchers’ view, governments impose ways of conducting research or teaching that are incompatible with their conceptions, which are characterized by Republicanism and freedom of action.}

4. Evolving conceptions

Apostel and Vanlandschoot (1994), in the context of research on interdisciplinarity performed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), discuss the debates on this subject in the early 1970s. They astutely point out that these two visions, at least in their origins, are continental—the first, European, being strongly marked from a social, epistemological and ideological standpoint, and the second, Anglo-Saxon, being more pragmatic and operational in nature.

In the French perspective, interdisciplinarity was, until very recently, mainly approached from a traditional standpoint, fully consistent with the prevailing logic of meaning (of the disciplines and their interrelations) and the related epistemological perspective of the system of the disciplines. This conception is still very much alive today. Seeking a conceptual synthesis (that of an academic interdisciplinarity), this form of interdisciplinarity is intended to be reflexive and critical, geared toward either the positivist effort of unifying academic knowledge or the effort of epistemologically reflecting on disciplinary knowledge in its interactions. The debate, in the education system, then primarily deals with the search for epistemological meaning and the relevance of links between the disciplinary knowledge to be taught. The very few empirical studies carried out in France favor, among other things, the notions of versatility (polyvalence in French) and codisciplinarity, if not pluridisciplinarity and multidisciplinarity (Baillat, 2001). In education today,
the interdisciplinary approach, at least in the French-speaking world, is mainly understood in the sense suggested by Huber (1992): “[I]nterdisciplinary studies must have their place as a supplement, even a corrective measure for education and training based on the disciplines” (p. 194). Interdisciplinarity offsets the weakness of disciplinary education, in terms of the construction of social and biophysical reality as well as the construction of the meaning students seek in their learning and their intellectual, motor and affective engagement in this learning. In parallel with this epistemological conception, since the 1990s, a practical interdisciplinarity has developed under the influence of the transformations that have occurred in Francophone European societies. However, it remains weak and tentative in the field of education, because it is judged to be at odds with the disciplinary structure defended by disciplinary didactics. In Francophone societies, the introduction of the competency-based approach, in education and in teacher education, requires a rearrangement of the relationships between the disciplines. This rearrangement has been very extensive in Quebec and French-speaking Switzerland. However, the latter is reversing course. In French-speaking Belgium and especially in France, this rearrangement is largely mitigated by a recognition of the key importance of school disciplines as separate disciplines.

In the United States, interdisciplinarity is primarily implemented from a functional and instrumental perspective, in a search for operational answers to questions that arise within society. This focus on solving societal problems can be characterized as a “project” interdisciplinarity in which the knowledge that is used is immediately useful and operational. In primary and secondary school, this mainly means ways of arranging learning situations based on a variety of organizational models in order to help achieve the aims of social integration and of instrumentally apprehending reality.34 This does not, however, mean that the disciplinary preoccupation has disappeared. Newell (1998) stresses “the value of the disciplines” (p. 54). Elsewhere, he mentions that

It is important for interdisciplinarians to keep in mind

34 Only extremely rarely do French-language publications present interdisciplinary design models in education and/or suggest interdisciplinary educational methods. These publications primarily discuss the relationships between the disciplines. The English literature, in contrast, counts many publications that present interdisciplinary design models and deal with ways to provide interdisciplinary instruction. See for instance Jacobs (1989), Fogarty (1991), Vars (1993), Frazee and Rudnitski (1995), and Clarke and Agne (1997)
the value of the disciplines. It is easy to dismiss them as arbitrary or artificial ways of dividing up reality, ignoring the extent to which they offer alternative ways of viewing reality, each grounded in a worldview that has demonstrated its fruitfulness over time or a range of topics studied by an on-going group of scholars. The disciplines can provide valuable insight into the complexity of an issue as a whole, not just into different pieces of that whole. (Newell, 1990, p. 73)

Recent publications, for example Repko (2012), Stone (2014) and Wineburg and Grossman (2000), show a strong concern for the disciplines, a concern that appears to us greater than in the past and that has the advantage of offering a critical viewpoint. Klein (2005, 2010) mentions that the current professionalizing orientation calls for critical thinking. Furthermore, Klein (2005) observes the existence “of a form of ‘critical interdisciplinarity’ that aims to transform existing structures of knowledge and education” (p. 56). On this subject, she notes that “humanities disciplines are being rejustified in epistemological and civic terms” (p. 215). As Stone (2014), for example, has shown, critical questioning seeks to use transdisciplinary reflection to move beyond the limits established between the disciplines and interdisciplinarity. In 1995, Squire pointed out that “it is evident that disciplinary and interdisciplinary understandings are fundamentally interconnected” (p. 83). At the same time, it is worth mentioning that this perspective is not universally shared, as a book by Moran (2010) attests. In the American school system, it would appear that observations made in the past are still valid today. Two recent studies, one by Niess and Gillow Wiles (2013), the other by Araujo, Jacobson, Singletary, Wilson, Lowe, and Marshall (2013), show that primary and secondary teachers understand the notion of integration and interdisciplinarity in different ways. Teachers are filled with good will and good intentions, but the way they use these
concepts in their teaching remains intuitive, incoherent or even superficial.\(^{35}\) The observations made, for example, by Jacobs in 1989 are the same observations we have systematically made since 1980 in regard to Quebec primary teachers (Lenoir & Hasni, 2010). In teacher-student relationships pertaining to the content that is taught, the place given to critical thinking is also very limited.

Conclusion

We have just presented two different logics, one organized around knowledge objects that above all questions their meaning on an epistemological level (the “why” and the “what”), hence the importance of disciplinary didactics, and the other organized around the subject that focuses on the means by which knowledge is attained (the “how”), hence the importance assigned to pedagogical and organizational aspects from a curricular perspective. The use of two distinct notions, didactics and curriculum, clearly marks two different ways to actualize distinct socio-educational aims, in close connection with their respective cultural and educational logics. A comparative look at these two logics reveals characteristic features that are clearly opposed when considered in terms of socio-historical traditions. In French-speaking Europe, didactics promotes the relation to knowledge, primarily for the teacher, and is above all concerned with the discipline and its component knowledge. By contrast, in the United States, the curricular approach puts greater focus on the institutional organization of knowledge and on its operationalization in life, rather than on the epistemological question, and is geared toward the subject and pedagogical perspectives. The systemic and functional dimensions in this last case prevail over the epistemological perspective on knowledge. Indeed, the very status of knowledge and its relationship to the sciences are different in the two cultures, as evidenced by the use of the term “school subjects” in the Anglo-Saxon tradition as opposed to “disciplines scolaires” (in relation to the disciplines scientifiques) in the Francophone tradition. The systemic and functional dimensions in the United States also prevail over

\(^{35}\) The intent here is not to be critical of teachers’ work. These teachers often work under pressure and in hurried conditions, and they are frequently confronted with classroom situations that are multidimensional and need to be resolved quickly. They conduct themselves by a different logic than researchers, namely what Bourdieu (1980) calls a pratique pratique or practical practice. Their practice is practical insofar as it is judged to be both effective and energy-efficient.
questions related to epistemological (and other, particularly political) issues in connection with this knowledge and the meaning that learning subjects might assign to it. This does not point to the absence of an epistemological debate in the Anglophone field of education. However, the debate is primarily located upstream of implementation in the school system, given the central place of pedagogical issues associated with operational methods and the transmission of learning contents. In France, the debate unfolds directly in the educational institution itself, with the epistemological question being at the heart of educational processes.

As we have noted, Klein (1990) has pointed out the tension that exists between two conceptions of interdisciplinarity: the conception of a philosophical synopsis (theoretical perspective), and the conception of a practical approach. Palmade (1977) has also mentioned the existence of a possible conceptual contradiction by distinguishing between an interdisciplinarity that sets out relationships between academic disciplines and a “project” interdisciplinarity centered on practice and implemented “in the field.” However, we agree with Klein (1985) and Lynton (1985) that these two visions, which might at first glance appear to be antithetical, must both be preserved and maintained. Above all, it is important to use them complementarily, since they “are not mutually exclusive” (Lynton, 1985, p. 141), and thereby to avoid the danger of idealistic or techno-instrumental excesses. If the instrumental approach, taken in isolation, can be a powerful supplement or “additive” for solving various kinds of societal problems, it can also circumscribe intellectual activity to concerns exclusively focused on commercial viability, or subject university education—both teaching and research—to political or economic requirements. The epistemological approach for its part can shed light on the complexity, foundations and issues inherent to disciplinary relationships. However, it can also increase disciplinary fragmentation or produce isolation from a real-world perspective (in the sense that the Francophone conception might attach little importance to current societal questions). Hermerén (1985) further notes the complementarity that is needed, from a knowledge integration perspective, between knowing “that,” associated with academic interdisciplinarity, and knowing “how,” associated with instrumental interdisciplinarity, i.e. between the knowledge he describes as propositional (declarative knowledge) and operational (procedural knowledge). Palmade (1977) similarly notes the need for this dialectical complementarity between two visions of interdisciplinarity in order to avoid the danger of falling into a purely mechanical instrumentalization: “The interdisciplinarity that can be
established between academic disciplines must serve as a foundation for project interdisciplinarity, which in turn can help provoke and foster a search for links between disciplines” (p. 287).

Currently, in our view, one can only rejoice at the promise of the reconciliation of these two logics that have developed. They both have their riches and their limitations. This reconciliation can only be beneficial for the implementation of interdisciplinary approaches in education.

It is our belief that Klein (1996) offers a first very interesting avenue for reflection. Inspired by the “depth-breadth” metaphor generally associated with academic activity, and in line with the works of Bernstein (1971, 1975), Klein (1996) applies this metaphor to interdisciplinary work. She connects the idea of breadth with “a comprehensive approach based in multiple variables and perspectives” (p. 212) and that of depth with the development of competencies at the disciplinary, interdisciplinary and vocational levels. She complements both dimensions with the idea of synthesis, which “connotes creation of an interdisciplinary outcome through a series of integrative actions” (p. 212). This “depth-breadth-synthesis” interaction is indispensable in education in order to move beyond the strictly disciplinary logic based on mastery (depth, specialization) of a discipline in order to characterize (describe, explain) a segment of reality (its “adequacy”). Depth involves the development of relevant competencies on a cognitive level, the mastery of required knowledge of various types—and not only disciplinary knowledge—in order to carry out learning processes. As Klein notes,

There is a crucial difference between the metaphors of mastery and of adequacy. The metaphor of mastery implies complete knowledge of a discipline. Adequacy shifts the role of a discipline to another ground, the interdisciplinary task at hand. The difference between mastery and adequacy lies in the difference between learning a discipline in order to practice it and comprehending how that discipline characteristically looks at the world—its observational categories, key terms, and relevant methods and approaches. (p. 212)

Klein further clarifies that

the discussion is incomplete if adequacy of disciplinary knowledge remains the primary focus. The notions of “depth” and “rigor” are usually equated with disciplinarity. In interdisciplinary activity, they are redefined. Depth
in interdisciplinary work derives from competence in pertinent knowledges and approaches. Rigor derives from attention to integrative process. (p. 212)

From this perspective, education is not defined as the learning of disciplines with a view to practicing them or teaching them in isolation (mastery). Instead, the disciplines fall under an “oriented” approach; that is, the goal of education, from a disciplinary standpoint, becomes to understand the specific ways that disciplines apprehend reality and to identify their respective functions and uses, which Klein refers to as adequacy. Synthesis means taking into account the diverse dimensions that compose the teaching act, in order to promote a perspective that goes beyond mere curricular/disciplinary/didactic arrangements, and to anchor the acquired knowledge and developed competencies in reality and make them meaningful.

A second avenue would be to ensure that the two logics we have presented coexist in an “open relationship,” while recognizing the conceptually simplistic nature of this statement in the context of this article and its space limitations. In the field of education, we believe that they should not be separated. The desirability of this inseparable relationship is based on the idea that interdisciplinarity requires a “beneficial” tension with respect to its aims, a complementary relation between the epistemological and instrumental perspectives (see Table 1).

Table 1
Tension between the epistemological and functional perspectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epistemological perspective</th>
<th>Functional perspective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A perspective seeking conceptual (academic) synthesis</td>
<td>A pragmatic, instrumental perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Quest for the unity of knowledge</td>
<td>- Utilization of directly functional and usable knowledge to answer questions and address contemporary societal problems and societal expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Search for a super-science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fundamentally philosophical and epistemological focus (meaning)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Goal: creation of a global conceptual framework that could unify all scientific knowledge, with a view to integration</td>
<td>- A specific practice used to solve problems by drawing on different types of competencies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This tension especially reveals the need to pose and construct a problem (cognitive perspective, search for meaning) before looking to solve it (pragmatic perspective, search for functionality). Conceptualization comes before problem solving. In other words, it is important to know in order to be able to act consciously and rationally. These two phases constitute an indissociable link between conceptualization and real life, in that they put the human being at the heart of this relationship. To put it otherwise, interdisciplinarity is linked to the mind (search for meaning, knowledge and the epistemological dimension), the hand (search for functionality, know-how and practice) and the heart (search for humanity in human beings, know-how, affectivity). We have not addressed this last component, which should be closely associated with the two others. Here we can merely refer the reader to the *conatus* of Spinoza (1990/1677). The *conatus*, the effort by which “each thing, insofar as it lies, always perseveres in the same state, and when once moved, always continues to move” (part III, proposition 6), characterizes the energy of desire. This is the impulse that prompts the change from rest to movement, to the desire to engage. What is behind the *conatus* is the affect (feelings, emotions, etc.) that result from a human being’s interpretation of a situation. In our view, positive affects are necessary in education in order to engage the mind and the hand. In this dialectical relationship, reason, as we have described it, plays a role of mediation between the hand and the heart.
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